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Fetchin' Findo is Donny's new toy dogâ€”and he looks and acts like a real pet, too! He can even find

a bone. But when Doc throw the bone for Findo, he brings back one of her toys instead. Doc

suspects Findo needs a checkup, so she brings him to her clinic. But Findo can only bark...he can't

tell Doc how he's feeling, so Doc gets the McStuffins Veterinary Clinic ready. Read along as Doc

helps Findo fetch again!
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Great value! The story is just like the pet vet tv episode. Comes with lots of stickers too!

My granddaughter loves it!

My little Pet Vet loves this book.

Excellent
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My daughter loves the bright pictures and its a nice length for a small child.

Pet Vet is another great publication in the Doc series, and is the typical plot outside of the fact that

the "patient" this time happens to be her little brother's toy dog Findo (hence the Vet aspect). It's a

relatively short read (about a level 2 if you're familiar with the DK Learning scale), and the book

includes some stickers as well.Doc is one of those great shows that only comes along once in a

while (like Little Einsteins), and it translates directly into all of the books they put out. We have well

over a dozen different Doc books and they are all loved. They are loved because of the show, which

is devoid of noise, fluff, attitude, and filled with only kindness and valuable life lessons for young

ears and minds. Excellent characters, entertaining stories, quality voice-acting and animation - it has

it all.Additional: This is the type of programming that I wouldn't even care if my kid has an

occasional binge-watch with because I have only seen positive, life-affirming results from what he

has taken away from it. I also enjoy that it smashes through gender barriers, has strong female

characters, and doesn't alienate boys from watching with the nonsense filler and targeting they add

to some shows I will concede not to mention. You can also find this translation with the toy line; our

son truly enjoys the products and doesn't care that his microscope is pink, that his stuffed animal is

girl, or that they put the Doc toys on the "girl isle", etc. (and this is all coming from his father).

This arrived to day and my 3 year old granddaughter LOVES it ! I love to surprise her with a book

now and then in the mail. It is a treat for her. The book has great graphics for the emergent reader

and simple text for the more advanced reader. Good price and we are pleased.
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